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1 In a nutshell
This paper presents evidence that there are at least
two distinct kinds of locality: phonological (or seg-
mental) and morphological. Morphological local-
ity is a relationship between segments and mor-
phemes. Morphological locality can be referred to
by OT constraints.

2 Introduction
In phonology, locality is typically computed at the
segmental level. Two segments are adjacent if there
is no segment (of the same kind) between them.
This concept of locality, however, is not sufficient
to capture all attested data. Some patterns apply to
adjacent segments as long as they are also in adja-
cent morphemes.

(1) Two types of locality
m1 m2
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Derived Environment Effects (DEEs) are alternations
that apply only across the morpheme boundary,
but not otherwise. I argue that DEEs offer a valu-
able piece of evidence how morphological locality
is computed.

3 Two types of locality
Phonological alternations are often local at the seg-
mental level. In Tawala, for example, assibilation
applies whenever /t/ immediately precedes /i/,
without exceptions (2).

(2) Tawala assibilation: /ti/ " [si] (Ezard 1997)

VARIANT 1 VARIANT 2
emote emosi *emoti ‘one’
hota hosi *hosi ‘only’

Other patterns, however, impose additional mor-
phological restrictions. Finnish resembles Tawala
in all respects except that assibilation is limited to
the morpheme boundaries (3).

(3) Finnish assibilation: /t-i/" [s-i] (Kiparsky 1973)

a. halut-a ‘(to) want’
halus-i *halut-i ‘wanted’

b. koti *kosi ‘home’
c. tilas-i *silas-i ‘s/he ordered’

4 Licensed Alignment (LA)
How can we capture the difference between
Tawala and Finnish?

For the sake of the argument, let us assume that
assibilation is spreading of [continuant]. Spread-
ing can be captured by several OT constraints.
One established approach is to extend Generalized
Alignment (McCarthy & Prince 1993) to segmental features.
Here, I instead use a more recent version, Licensed
Alignment (Hyde to appear; Jurgec 2011).
To illustrate, consider a constraint driving assibi-
lation, *σ[#,ct] (4). This constraint is violated by
triplets $σ,#,[ct]%, when the relevant # precedes
a [ct] segment within a σ. Associations represent
synchrony and exclude precedence, so only non-
continuants violate *σ[#,ct].

(4) *σ[#,continuant]
*$σ, #, [ct]% / σ

# [ct]

In Tawala, the *σ[#,ct] outranks DEPLINK(ct).

(5) Tawala assibilation (hypothetical)

/tilat-i/ *σ[#,ct] DEPLINK(ct)

a. ti.la.t-i $σ,t,[ct]%! $σ,t,[ct]%

b. ti.la.s-i $σ,t,[ct]%! *

c. ☞ si.la.s-i **

Finnish has (5-b), which is harmonically bounded.

5 Prosodic & morphological targets
LA constraints have an additional variable—# in
*σ[#,ct] (4). This variable is not random.
There is a principled way to restrict the third vari-
able of LA constraints. In particular, features tend
to be target prominent positions. One approach
that captures this generalization is Positional Licens-
ing (Steriade 1995; Zoll 1998; Walker 2011). Constraints may
require a feature to be associated with a prominent
position. LA constraints encapsulate this idea in
their third variable. One way to formalize promi-
nence is through headedness (de Lacy 2006).

(6) For every constraint *Cat1[Cat2, Cat3],
if Cat1 is a domain and Cat2/3 is some [F],
then Cat3/2 must be head of a prosodic or
morphological constituent.

6 Targets, cont.
Targets or third variables of LA can be:

• prosodic heads of
syllables, words, or empty domains (all #)

• morphological heads of
words or empty domains (all m)

The set of targets includes a head of an empty mor-
phological domain, as in (7).

(7) *ω[morpheme,continuant]

*$ω, m, [ct]% / ω

m [ct]

The LA constraint in (7) includes a precedence re-
lation, which is computed like in other LA con-
straints (8).

(8) Finnish assibilation

/tilat-i/ *ω[m,ct] DEPLK *σ[#,ct]

a. ti.la.t-i $ω,tilat,[ct]%!
$σ,t,[ct]%
$σ,t,[ct]%

b. ☞ ti.la.s-i * $σ,t,[ct]%

c. si.la.s-i **!

LA constraints refer to morphological locality.
They can be satisfied by spreading to any # of the
root, which predicts (some) long-distance effects.
Long-distance interactions are limited to cases in
which most phonological locality restrictions (e.g.
on spreading) do not apply.

7 Long-distance effects
Finnish assibilation applies only across morpheme
boundaries, and many other languages exhibit this
kind of DEEs, even if not assimilatory. These
patterns have restrictions on phonological local-
ity. There is, however, a class of DEEs that lacks
(most) inherent phonological locality restrictions—
pseudo-DEEs (McCarthy 2003, Wolf 2008). For example, in
Dutch [ô] is possible in bare loanword roots, but is
replaced by the native rhotic in derived words (9).

(9) Dutch: ô & ö
Op[ô]ah Op[ö]ah-tje *Op[ô]ah-tje ‘DIM’
Ba[ô]ack Ba[ö]ack-se *Ba[ô]ack-se ‘ADJ’
[ô]ex [ö]ex-en *[ô]ex-en ‘INF’
Flo[ô]ida Flo[ö]ida-tje *Flo[ô]ida-tje ‘DIM’

8 Dutch
The Finnish analysis can be extended to Dutch.
The active LA constraint in Dutch is *ω[ô,m], but
the faithfulness constraint prefer change rather
than spreading (10).

(10) Dutch long-distance DEEs

/flOôida-tj@/ DEPLK *ω[ô,m] MAXLK

a. flOôida-tj@ $ω,ô,tj@%!

b. ☞ flOöida-tj@ *

9 Beyond Dutch
Similar effects are found in many other languages
(>10), and some do not involve loanwords. There
are several typological differences between these
languages.

(11) Morpheme position and DEEs
PREFIX SUFFIX INFIX LANGUAGES

I ✓ ✓ Slovenian
II ✗ ✓ Dutch
III ✗ ✓ ✓ English

LA constraints are directional, so they correctly
predict that the position of the affix matters.
Furthermore, DEEs may be triggered by deriva-
tional affixes only, or by any type of affixation.

(12) Affixation type and DEEs
DERIV INFLECT LANGUAGES

I ✓ ✓ Ukrainian, English
II ✓ ✗ Dutch, Catalan

Since LA constraints refer to different domains.
Only derivational, but not inflectional, DEEs are
predicted when the domain is a stem.

10 Conclusions
Locality relationships in phonology are of two
kinds: phonological (applying between like seg-
ments) and morphological (applying between seg-
ments and morphemes). The two kinds of local-
ity interact. Most commonly, phonological locality
obscures morphological locality. Some DEEs are
exempt from most restrictions on phonological lo-
cality, and offer evidence for morphological local-
ity. Morphological locality can be referred to by OT
constraints.


